january 22 - february 16, 2013
tuesday to thursday from 11:00 am to 6:00 pm
friday to saturday from 11:00 am to 4:00 pm
gob. rafael rebollar 94, col. san miguel chapultepec
11850, mexico city, tel/fax (5255) 5256-2408

From January 19 to February 16, 2013 Fernando Ortega will show, at kurimanzutto, his most recent
work.
After his latests exhibitions, at the Palais de Tokyo in Paris and the 30th São Paulo Biennial, Fernando Ortega brings together on this occasion a series of works assembled from the observation and
study of music, fragility and tension in order to combine them with air, electricity, and glass, as well as
musical instruments and insects; he places the audience as main actors of these interventions. With
this he seeks to create ways of establishing connections that provoke moments and personal conclusions in each spectator.
A rush of air will exalt the fragility of Vacancy, a spiderweb on a rabbit-ears antenna; while a ladder,
K5-Hidden Peak, will have no other function but to bring us closer to a musical triangle—a probable
emitter of a sound.
Through these compositions Fernando Ortega allows for the unforeseen; thus the expectation that
one of his works might produce a sound goes along with the impossibility of approaching it. As it occurs with Adagio Sostenuto, a guitar connected to a high voltage energiser as if it were a metronome
that allows for electricity to be presented, concurrently, as a musical idea and as an obstacle to reach
the guitar. This way the temptation, together with the disillusion of the spectator, will elicit the activation of the work at a personal level.
In Meeting Point II, a laser pointing at the eyes of a fly will go through the gallery’s reception area.
Framed by the reception window, the fly will spy over this work and living space, just as she will be
observed from the outside. In the series Harmonic Variations, balance will be maintained thanks to
the counterweight created between the harmonica, the glass, and the wall that holds them. The fragility of the materials create a constant tension before the possibility of activation by the public. In these
two pieces, as in all of his work, the implicit, the unfinished and the assumed are the possible conductors of the message that the piece seeks to transmit.
These are the connections which Ortega works with, those which synthesise his meticulous research
and the contemplative nature of his search. The unforeseen and unexpected become an event that
includes surprise as one more element of his work.
Biography
Born 1971 in Mexico City, where he lives and works.
His main solo exhibitions include: Fuite/Leak, Palais de Tokyo, Paris France (2012); Fernando Ortega, MUCA CU, Mexico City (2008); Fernando Ortega, Museo de Arte Carrillo Gil, Mexico City (2008);
Fernando Ortega, Lisson New Space, London (2004); Winter Falls, Bonner Kunstverein (2005); Fernando Ortega, kurimanzutto, Mexico City (2004); Project Room, ARCO 04 Madrid, Spain (2004).
He has also participated in various international collective exhibitions, such as: The Imminence of Poetics, 30th São Paulo Biennial, Brazil (2012); All of This and Nothing. Hammer Museum, Los Angeles,
US (2011); The Wilderness, Miami Art Museum, Miami, US (2011); The Moon is an Arrant Thief, The
David Roberts Art Foundation, London, UK (2010).

ORTEGA, Fernando & SAM Art Projects. Fernando Ortega. SAM Art Projects Collection no 7. Ed. SAM Art Projects & VVZ / L’Insensé, Paris 2012.
$200.00

This catalogue and the Fuite/Leak exhibition in the Palais de Tokyo are the result of the several
months Fernando Ortega resided at SAM Art Projects’ Villa Raffet. It was this context that allowed him
the possibility of creating a deep dialog between his work and the Palais de Tokyo.

ORTEGA, Fernando & ENO, Brian Music for a Small Boat Crossing a Medium Size River. Verlag der Buchhandlung Walther König, Cologne, 2012
$450.00
Regardless of how short the journey, Mariano Silva takes the time to select and play music to the passengers that cross daily through the Bobos River. It is under this reality that arises the project to invite
Brian Eno to compose an original piece. One that meets the conditions of the journey and adds itself
to the repertoire of the lighterman.

ORTEGA, Fernando. For those who do not listen to me. Bonner Kunstverein, 2005.

This catalogue was published for the International Beethovenfest Bonn, Germany 2005 in collaboration with the Bonner Kunstverein.
In January 2005 a piano tuner was brought to the Beethoven-House in Bonn to tune-up a piano that
once belonged to the composer. The piano was built for Conrad Graf around 1825. After a long time
of not being used, the piano was ‘tired,’ term used to describe instruments that have not been used
in many years. The fine process of tuning entailed giving back its harmony to each of the notes. After
this restoration, the piano was once again shown to the public.

ORTEGA, Fernando. Fernando Ortega. Turner. Bilingual, english-spanish.
978-968-90-56-41-6
$600

At the centre of Fernando Ortega’s practice lays a careful study of nature, the observation of the natural world and its apparent contradictory and arbitrary composition. As a clear result of his education in
Mexico City, with its abundant nature and urban energy, every single one of his artworks pays homage to the small details of life that go unnoticed.
This catalogue was published for the exhibit, Fernando Ortega, that took place at the University Museum of Contemporary Art (MUAC), Mexico City, 2008.

